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this book examines utopias in classical political economy and is based on the papers presented by leading scholars at the 22nd heilbronn
symposium in the economics and the social sciences the book focuses on the tension between the state and utopia the state as utopia vs
utopia instead of a state the contributors also study the question of whether seafaring and landlocked states visualize the commonwealth
differently and develop different utopias and it is concluded they do not the volume therefore follows the refutation of the schumpeterian
hypothesis that more concentrated industries stimulate innovation though the hypothesis is refuted it still remains important the chapters
argue because it charts out an entire research program serves as a benchmark of definite public and private sector boundaries and
defines the grammar of discourse for constitutional economic policy in oecd states these themes are explored in detail through
contributions by economists philosophers and social historians the contributors examine utopias hitherto never or rarely reviewed in the
english language making this book of interest to students and scholars in economics political science and the history of economic thought
this interdisciplinary endeavour portrays the central features of militant movements which hold totality as an important part of their
doctrinal core revisiting the importance of modernity utopianism eschatology charisma psychology and the history of ideas mihai murariu
pursues a reconstruction of the historical requirements for the emergence of such movements making a central use of the concept of
totalism the work establishes a conceptual bridge from antiquity to the contemporary period whilst also arguing for the suitability of the
term in comparison to totalitarianism or political religion the author also proposes a distinct taxonomy for structural elements variants
and development phases which may be encountered in totalist movements contents svetozar steve pejovich socialism is dead long live
socialism todd sandler khusrav gaibulloev terrorism rationality externalities and policy tom means edward p stringham unintended or
intended consequences the effect of below market housing mandates on housing markets in california matt e ryan the evolution of
legislative tenure in the united states congress 1789 2004 alexander william salter a theory of the dynamics of entangled political
economy with application to the federal reserve richard j cebula maggie foley a panel data study of the effects of economic freedom
regulatory quality and taxation on the growth rate of per capita real gdp m a g van meerhaeghe mars mercurius athena my first ninety
years symposium domenico da empoli some remarks on preference revelation for public goods akira yokoyama constitutional rules of
overlapping taxation among multi tiered governments yong j yoon the cost of collectivizing moral goods richard e wagner public finance
without taxation free riding as institutional artifact reviews devised to legitimize the republic of china s claim over inner asia the
sinocentric paradigm stems from the open door policy and chinese nationalism advanced against the conquest theory and rationalized as
the pathfinding ecological theory it is an evolutionary materialist scheme that became the vision of history exposing the initial agenda of
this paradigm and revealing its fundamental contradictions the nomadic leviathan debunks it as a myth resurrecting the conquest theory
and reinforcing it with the idea of extrahuman transportation this book places pastoralism at the origin of the state and civilization and
the eurasian steppe at the center of human history the political emerges as the primary and fundamental order defining the social and
economic illiberal democracy in indonesia charts the origins and development of organicist ideologies in indonesia from the early 20th
century to the present in doing so it provides a background to the theories and ideology that informed organicist thought traces key
themes in indonesian history examines the soeharto regime and his new order in detail and looks at contemporary indonesia to question
the possibility of past ideologies making a resurgence in the country beginning with an exploration of the origins of the theory of the
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organic state in europe this book explores how this influenced many young indonesian scholars and secular nationalists it also looks in
detail at the case of japan and identifies the parallels between the process by which japanese and indonesian nationalist scholars drew on
european romantic organicist ideas to forge anti western national identities and ideologies the book then turns to indonesia s tumultuous
history from the revolution to 1965 the rise of soeharto and how his regime used organicist ideology together with law and terror to shape
the political landscape consolidate control in turn it shows how the social and economic changes wrought by the government s policies
such as the rise of a cosmopolitan middle class and a rapidly growing urban proletariat led to the failure of the corporatist political
infrastructure and the eventual collapse of the new order in 1998 finally the epilogue surveys the post soeharto years to 2014 and how
growing disquiet about the inability of the government to contain religious intolerance violence and corruption has led to an increased
readiness to re embrace not only more authoritarian styles of rule but also ideological formulas from the past this book will be welcomed
by students and scholars of southeast asia politics and political theory as well as by those interested in authoritarian regimes democracy
and human rights this book discusses samuel pufendorf and his contributions to the development of the european enlightenment and the
emergence of economics as a social science born in 1632 in saxony pufendorf wrote widely on natural law ethics jurisprudence and
political economy and was one of the most important figures in early modern political thought although his work fits within the
intellectual framework of natural jurisprudence there is an argument to be made that his ideas promoted the development of economics
as a distinct discipline within the social sciences written by participants in the 34th heilbronn symposion in economics and the social
sciences the contributions to this volume give an overview of pufendorf s influence on other authors of the enlightenment such as locke
montesquieu and rousseau as well as addressing the theoretical implications of his extensive writings further chapters place a special
focus on pufendorf s discussion of economic matters such as property rights theory price theory taxation and preferences and decision
making the book concludes with analyzing pufendorf s influence on adam smith his anticipations of elements of modern economic theory
and his impact on the history of economic thought providing a fresh look at one of the foundational scholars of social science this volume
will be of interest to researchers and students of the history of economic thought political economy economic history and political
philosophy this book analyzes how the european environmental movement has influenced the problem definitions and solution strategies
of european policy issues examining biodiversity gmos trans european transport networks and climate change this book addresses notions
of critique in design and technology education facilitating a conceptual and practical understanding of critique and enabling both a
personal and pedagogical application to practice critique can be a frame of mind and may be related to a technology product process or
material in a holistic sense critique is an element of a person s technological literacy a fundamentally critical disposition brought to bear
on all things technological this book provides a reasoned conceptual framework within which to develop critique and examples of applying
the framework to design and technology education the book builds on the future of technology education published by springer as the first
in the series contemporary issues in technology education in the 21st century an age of knowledge students are called upon to access
analyse and evaluate constantly changing information to support personal and workplace decision making and on going innovation a
critical design and technology education has an important role to play providing students with opportunities to integrate economic
environmental social and technological worlds as they develop and refine their technological literacy through the design and development
of technology they collaborate evaluate and critically apply information developing cognitive and manipulative skills appropriate to the
21st century critique goes beyond review or analysis addressing positive and negative technological development this book discusses and
applies this deeper perspective identifying a clear role for critique in the context of design and technology education an accessible higher
level introduction to a key selection of continental european thinkers from spinoza to zizek covering classical exponents of the tradition
such as hegel and marx moderns like gramsci and habermas and postmoderns like lacan and deleuze the volume introduces the main
ideas of each thinker and reflects on their enduring theoretical relevance the impressive breadth and contemporary angle make this a
unique up to date collection that will be invaluable to students and teaching staff alike di fronte alla generale dissoluzione dell utopismo in
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un ossessivo presente alla perdita di memoria in un progressivo distacco dalla riflessione storica il volume si interroga sul ruolo dell
utopia nella cultura del progetto tra età moderna e contemporanea alla ricerca di un nuovo orizzonte di speranza contributi di federico
deambrosis alessandro de magistris marco di nallo manfredo di robilant catherine maumi manuel orazi luciano patetta agostino petrillo
edoardo piccoli antonio pizza aurora scotti luca skansi matteo vegetti leonardo zuccaro marchi this book presents a critical view of
international law as an argumentative practice that aims to depoliticise international relations drawing from a range of materials
koskenniemi demonstrates how international law becomes vulnerable to the contrasting criticisms of being either an irrelevant moralist
utopia or a manipulable façade for state interests he examines the conflicts inherent in international law sources sovereignty custom and
world order and shows how legal discourse about such subjects can be described in terms of a small number of argumentative rules this
book was originally published in english in finland in 1989 and though it quickly became a classic it has been out of print for some years in
2006 cambridge was proud to reissue this seminal text together with a freshly written epilogue in which the author both responds to
critiques of the original work and reflects on the effect and significance of his deconstructive approach today um livro muito bem escrito e
argumentado joão césar das neves em 1930 john maynard keynes previu que no espaço de um século o rendimento per capita aumentaria
de forma constante as necessidades básicas das pessoas seriam satisfeitas e ninguém teria de trabalhar mais de 15 horas por semana
claramente estava errado robert skidelsky e edward skidelsky explicam porque keynes se enganou depois partindo da premissa de que a
economia é uma ciência moral analisam o conceito de vida boa desde aristóteles à atualidade e mostram como as nossas vidas se
afastaram desse ideal por fim fazem um alerta para que repensemos sobre o que realmente importa nas nossas vidas e como o alcançar
che cosa intendiamo per vita buona quali e quanti beni devono esserci garantiti per poterla vivere queste domande nascono dalla generale
incertezza sul futuro e dalla quotidiana difficoltà nel soddisfare bisogni in continua espansione in un epoca in cui il capitalismo economico
finanziario inizia a mostrare tutte le sue contraddizioni da un lato il culto del profitto e della ricchezza come valori universali dall altro la
creazione all interno delle stesse società industrializzate di enormi disparità di reddito e di sacche di povertà mai conosciute prima robert
skidelsky autorevole economista e suo figlio edward docente di filosofia riprendono la celebre previsione di keynes rimasta irrealizzata
secondo la quale in occidente all inizio del terzo millennio avremmo avuto abbastanza per soddisfare tutte le nostre necessità lavorando
non più di tre ore al giorno e la utilizzano come spunto di riflessione per capire l origine del nostro malcontento e trovarne il rimedio lo
smisurato ampliamento della sfera dei bisogni l aumento delle ore di lavoro a scapito del tempo libero e il conseguente abbassamento
della qualità della vita impongono un profondo cambiamento di prospettiva non dobbiamo più chiederci che cosa serve per raggiungere il
benessere ma che cosa sia davvero il nostro bene attingendo alle lezioni della sociologia da weber a veblen al pensiero filosofico aristotele
in particolare e alle più intuitive teorie economiche da kaldor a frank gli autori mostrano come la ricchezza non sia e non debba essere un
fine in sé bensì un semplice mezzo per vivere una vita buona e tratteggiano possibili forme di organizzazione sociale ed economica diverse
dall attuale rifiutando un concetto univoco di progresso umano che sia il pil o un idea generica di felicità l ambizioso obiettivo di robert e
edward skidelsky è non solo quello di individuare un numero preciso di beni fondamentali irrinunciabili come la salute la sicurezza il
rispetto l autonomia ma anche formulare alcune proposte radicali di politica economica per esempio l introduzione di un reddito di base o
del work sharing un sistema di suddivisione dell orario a tempo pieno fra più lavoratori che possano mostrarci la nuova direzione da
prendere non provare a sviluppare una visione collettiva della vita buona che attribuisca un significato morale alla ricchezza è un lusso
che non possiamo più permetterci anche perché comporterebbe uno spreco irrimediabile non di denaro ma di possibilità umane the
bloomsbury companion to the philosophy of sport features specially commissioned essays from a team of leading international scholars
the book by providing an overview of the advances in the philosophical understanding of sport and related practices serves as a measure
of the development of the philosophy of sport but it also constitutes an expression of the discipline s state of the art the book includes a
critical analysis of the historical development of philosophic ideas about sport three essays on the research methods typically used by
sport philosophers twelve essays that address vital issues at the forefront of key research areas as well as four essays on topics of future
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disciplinary concern the book also includes a glossary of key terms and concepts an essay on resources available to researchers and
practitioners an essay on careers opportunities in the discipline and an extensive annotated bibliography of key literature this work deals
with argumentation in philosophy in the affirmative view of argumentation each party thinks it is right while all other positions are wrong
argumentation is seen as guided by a set of rules that should lead to the resolution of the dispute in favor of one party this book advances
a critique of such an approach proposing instead a negative one the central idea of which is that each party organizes the elements of the
problem concerning the definition of terms the assumptions to be accepted and the types of logical resources being used the negative
approach attempts to modify the ethics of philosophical discussions moving towards pluralism a diversity of perspectives and the capacity
to adopt a panoramic view where one s own posture appears only as one among others argumentation is a ubiquitous matter professionals
of all areas will have to argue to support their positions in diplomacy medicine or religion and in everyday life in any of these contexts the
distinction between an affirmative and a negative approach to argumentation matters the book will particularly appeal to graduate and
postgraduate students in philosophy psychology pedagogy and communication as well as the general reader interested in philosophy the
scholarship of new directions in curriculum as phenomenological text manifests through close readings and interpretations of curriculum
theorists and continental philosophers presented in the form of speculative philosophical essays an important form of curriculum thinking
writing all but lost to the general contemporary field of research provides a detailed analysis of how russia s understanding of
international law has developed draws on historical theoretical and practical perspectives to offer the reader the big picture of russia s
engagement with international law extensively uses sources and resources in the russian language including many which are not easily
available to scholars outside of russia this work investigates the precise effects on society of the new and much vaunted electronic
technologies icts are fundamental shifts already taking place in the way in which we behave organize and interact as a direct result of
their implementation providing a comprehensive set of detailed empirical studies of the genesis and use of these new technologies the
book also presents some surprising counterintuitive results the ambiguity of justice consists of a collection of essays that address
difficulties and potential contradictions in thinking justice by focussing on ricoeur s theory of justice and on the major thinkers that were
influential for it in the early twentieth century uchiyama gudō seno o girō lin qiuwu and others advocated a buddhism that was radical in
two respects firstly they adopted a more or less naturalist stance with respect to buddhist doctrine and related matters rejecting karma or
other supernatural beliefs and secondly they held political and economic views that were radically anti hegemonic anti capitalist and
revolutionary taking the idea of such a radical buddhism seriously a buddha land in this world philosophy utopia and radical buddhism
asks whether it is possible to develop a philosophy that is simultaneously naturalist anti capitalist buddhist and consistent rather than a
study of radical buddhism then this book is an attempt to radicalize it the foundations of this radicalized radical buddhism are provided by
a realist interpretation of yogācāra elucidated and elaborated with some help from thinkers in the broader tiantai tendai tradition and
american philosophers donald davidson and w v o quine a key implication of this foundation is that only this world and only this life are
real from which it follows that if buddhism aims to alleviate suffering it has to do so in this world and in this life twentieth century radical
buddhists as well as some engaged buddhists came to a similar conclusion often expressed in their aim to realize a buddha land in this
world building on this foundation but also on mahāyāna moral philosophy this book argues for an ethics and social philosophy based on a
definition of evil as that what is or should be expected to cause death or suffering on that ground capitalism should be rejected indeed but
utopianism must be treated with caution as well which raises questions about what it means from a radicalized radical buddhist
perspective to aim for a buddha land in this world lajos brons is a dutch philosopher and social scientist living in japan after receiving a
phd from the university of groningen in the netherlands for a dissertation on an aspect of the history and philosophy of the social sciences
he gradually moved further and further into philosophical territory currently lajos is teaching logic ethics and philosophy at a university in
tokyo his research interests are divided over two broad areas in philosophy one is in the overlap of meta ethics and social political
philosophy the other is in the intersection of philosophy of language metaphysics and epistemology research in the former focuses on the
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relations between death suffering and compassion research in the latter concerns the relations between language thought and reality and
is heavily influenced by the philosophies of donald davidson and w v o quine and by buddhist philosophy more information about
publications and research interests as well as lajos s blog can be found at lajosbrons net an accessible and comprehensive guide to the
philosophy of sport each chapter is framed by a question that explores the main issues ideas and literature in the field ranging from
questions about the nature and value of sport the sporting body aesthetics and ethics students are given the opportunity to consider
significant debates in the philosophy of sport and each chapter is supplemented by independent study questions each section also
contains short insightful interviews with eminent scholars in order to give a broader understanding of the history and development of the
subject the main themes covered within this text include the nature of sport sport and the body aesthetics and the aesthetic value of sport
a consideration of fair play rules and the ethos of sport the nature of competition the application and effect of technology on sport and
introductions to contemporary ethical issues such as doping violence disability patriotism elitism and sexual equality as well as a broader
reflection on the connection between sport and moral development wirtschaftswachstum ist das alte und neue zauberwort mit dem sich
angeblich jede krise lösen lässt doch wachstum ist kein selbstzweck und wirtschaft soll dem menschen dienen wachstum wozu muss
deshalb die frage lauten und wie viel ist genug wir sind viermal reicher als vor 100 jahren und doch abhängiger denn je von einem
wirtschaftssystem in dem manche zu viel und viele nicht genug haben dabei waren sich doch philosophen wie Ökonomen lange zeit einig
dass technischer fortschritt zu einer befreiung des menschen vom joch der arbeit und eine gerechte einkommensverteilung zu mehr muße
und glück für alle führen zeit die grundfragen neu zu stellen was macht ein gutes leben aus was droht uns im wachstumsrausch verloren
zu gehen robert und edward skidelsky zeigen auf wie führende denker von der antike bis ins 21 jahrhundert über entstehung und
gebrauch des reichtums aber auch über ein erfülltes leben jenseits der arbeit nachgedacht haben sie benennen sieben basisgüter wie
sicherheit respekt muße und harmonie mit der natur auf denen eine Ökonomie des guten lebens aufbauen muss vor allem aber machen
sie mut wirtschaft wieder neu zu denken als moralisches handeln von menschen die in gemeinschaften leben this book explores how
lessons from past urban planning experiences can inform current debates on urban agriculture productive landscapes today have been
posited as instruments for the positive transformation related to territorial fragility and abandonment promoting social cohesion food
security and wider environmental and economic benefits the book will re map the way in which seeming landscape limitations and
challenges can be turned into potential innovation and a new lease of urban rural life it does so by drawing on significant past urban
agricultural experiences in planning as vectors for new critical reflections relevant to re igniting ideas for future envisioning of urban
scenarios in which productive landscapes play fundamental transformative roles the focus is on planning ideas and the roles of key
individual planners all of which have designed agricultural strategies for the city at some point in their careers it intends to help us today
reimagine urban rural relationships and the transformation of under or mis used urban open spaces peri urban areas fringe conditions
and in between spaces the european union celebrated its 60th anniversary in 2017 but celebrations were muted by brexit and the growing
sense of a crisis of identity however as this seminal work shows the history and ambition of the european union are considerable written
by key stakeholders who between them acted as architects adjudicators and arbitrators of the project it presents the definitive history of
the first two generations of the european union this book revisits the birth and consolidation of the great project of a united europe and
the political institutional judicial and economical frameworks of the european union from the process towards integration to the
advancements and the impasses in building a political union with a new preface by sir peregrine worsthorne cover presents a thorough
analysis of multi modal argumentation and its practicality within the law takes both a descriptive and a normative approach applicable in
a variety of areas from philosophy of law to communication studies this book starts with four aspects subject s cognition way of thinking
political value and ideology conducts comparative studies on political culture amid using the concept of political culture in western
academic circles it makes comprehensive supplement for this concept and put forward an updated concept of political culture which is
more localized this new concept on the grounds of the comparison with political system takes political culture as the subjective side of
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political system and incorporates ideology into political culture thus undoubtedly enriching our knowledge of political culture on the basis
of clarifying the concept of political culture and establishing the comparative dimension of it this book widely refers to the outlooks of
individuals nations society and power of political cognition the modes of objectives directions and methods of political ideas democratic
awareness legal concept and system selection of political value as well as liberalism and republicanism etc all these bring substantial
benefits to promoting and deepening the comparative studies on political culture this book can not only be used for the teaching
undergraduate and graduates who major in politics but also used as the reference book for politics academic research this truly global
and visually stunning compendium showcases some of the most breath taking pieces of street art and graffiti from around the world since
its genesis on the east coast of the united states in the late 1960s street art has travelled to nearly every corner of the globe morphing
into highly ornate and vibrant new styles this unique atlas is the first truly geographical survey of urban art revised and updated in 2023
to include new voices increased female representation and cities emerging as street art hubs featuring specially commissioned works
from major graffiti and street art practitioners it offers you an insider s view of the urban landscape as the artists themselves experience
it organized geographically by continent and by city from new york los angeles and montreal in north america through mexico city and
buenos aires in latin america to london berlin and madrid in europe sydney and auckland in the pacific as well as brand new chapters
covering africa and asia it profiles more than 100 of today s most important artists and features over 700 astonishing artworks this
beautifully illustrated book produced with the help of many of the artists it features dispels the idea of such art as a thoughtless
defacement of pristine surfaces and instead celebrates it as a contemporary and highly creative inscription upon the skin of the built
environment this updated and revised second edition with contributions from renowned experts provides a comprehensive scholarly
framework for analyzing the theory and history of international law featuring an array of legal and interdisciplinary analyses it focuses on
those theories and developments that illuminate the central and timeless basic concepts and categories of the international legal system
highlighting the interdependency of various aspects of theory and history and demonstrating the connections between theory and practice
a discussion of the rapidly growing field from a thinker at the forefront of research at the interface of technology and the humanities this
is a must read for anyone interested in contemporary developments in continental philosophy and philosophy of technology philosophy of
technology regularly draws on key thinkers in the continental tradition including husserl heidegger and foucault yet because of the
problematic legacy of the empirical turn it often criticizes bad continental tendencies lyricism pessimism and an outdated view of
technology as an autonomous transcendental force this misconception is based on a faulty image of continental thought and in addressing
it smith productively redefines our concept of technology by closely engaging key texts and by examining exceptional technologies such as
imagined failed and impossible technologies that fall outside philosophy of technology s current focus this book offers a practical guide to
thinking about and using continental philosophy and philosophy of technology it outlines and enacts three key characteristics of
philosophy as practiced in the continental tradition close reading of the history of philosophy focus on critique and openness to other
disciplinary fields smith deploys the concept of exceptional technologies to provide a novel way of widening discussion in philosophy of
technology navigating the relationship between philosophy of technology and continental philosophy the history of both these fields the
role of imagination in relation to technologies and the social function of technologies themselves europe s utopias of peace explores
attempts to create a lasting european peace in the aftermath of the napoleonic wars and the two world wars the book charts the 250 year
cycle of violent european conflicts followed by new utopian formulations for peace the utopian illusion was that future was predictable
and rules could prescribe behaviour in conflicts to come bo stråth examines the reiterative bicentenary cycle since 1815 where each new
postwar period built on a design for a project for european unification he sets out the key historical events and the continuous struggle
with nationalism linking them to legal political and economic thought biographical sketches of the most prominent thinkers and actors
provide the human element to this narrative europe s utopias of peace presents a new perspective on the ideological legal economic and
intellectual conditions that shaped europe since the 19th century and presents this in a global context it challenges the conventional
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narrative on europe s past as a progressive enlightenment heritage highlighting the ambiguities of the legacies that pervade the
institutional structures of contemporary europe its long term historical perspective will be invaluable for students of contemporary europe
or modern european history today international law is everywhere wars are fought and opposed in its name it is invoked to claim rights
and to challenge them to indict or support political leaders to distribute resources and to expand or limit the powers of domestic and
international institutions international law is part of the way political and economic power is used critiqued and sometimes limited despite
its claim for neutrality and impartiality it is implicit in what is just as well as what is unjust in the world to understand its operation
requires shedding its ideological spell and examining it with a cold eye who are its winners and who are its losers how if at all can it be
used to make a better or a less unjust world in this collection of essays professor martti koskenniemi a well known practitioner and a
leading theorist and historian of international law examines the recent debates on humanitarian intervention collective security protection
of human rights and the fight against impunity and reflects on the use of the professional techniques of international law to intervene
politically the essays both illustrate and expand his influential theory of the role of international law in international politics the book is
prefaced with an introduction by professor emmanuelle jouannet sorbonne law school which locates the texts in the overall thought and
work of martti koskenniemi the author seeks to bring new perspectives to current debates and argues that control of the missile threats
cannot be achieved without addressing ecological economic social and cultural elements in a stable world order explores the work of post
holocaust jewish and christian thinkers who reject theodicy arguments explaining why a loving god can permit evil and suffering in the
world
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The State as Utopia 2010-11-25
this book examines utopias in classical political economy and is based on the papers presented by leading scholars at the 22nd heilbronn
symposium in the economics and the social sciences the book focuses on the tension between the state and utopia the state as utopia vs
utopia instead of a state the contributors also study the question of whether seafaring and landlocked states visualize the commonwealth
differently and develop different utopias and it is concluded they do not the volume therefore follows the refutation of the schumpeterian
hypothesis that more concentrated industries stimulate innovation though the hypothesis is refuted it still remains important the chapters
argue because it charts out an entire research program serves as a benchmark of definite public and private sector boundaries and
defines the grammar of discourse for constitutional economic policy in oecd states these themes are explored in detail through
contributions by economists philosophers and social historians the contributors examine utopias hitherto never or rarely reviewed in the
english language making this book of interest to students and scholars in economics political science and the history of economic thought

The State As Utopia 2011-03-30
this interdisciplinary endeavour portrays the central features of militant movements which hold totality as an important part of their
doctrinal core revisiting the importance of modernity utopianism eschatology charisma psychology and the history of ideas mihai murariu
pursues a reconstruction of the historical requirements for the emergence of such movements making a central use of the concept of
totalism the work establishes a conceptual bridge from antiquity to the contemporary period whilst also arguing for the suitability of the
term in comparison to totalitarianism or political religion the author also proposes a distinct taxonomy for structural elements variants
and development phases which may be encountered in totalist movements

Totality, Charisma, Authority 2016-10-24
contents svetozar steve pejovich socialism is dead long live socialism todd sandler khusrav gaibulloev terrorism rationality externalities
and policy tom means edward p stringham unintended or intended consequences the effect of below market housing mandates on housing
markets in california matt e ryan the evolution of legislative tenure in the united states congress 1789 2004 alexander william salter a
theory of the dynamics of entangled political economy with application to the federal reserve richard j cebula maggie foley a panel data
study of the effects of economic freedom regulatory quality and taxation on the growth rate of per capita real gdp m a g van meerhaeghe
mars mercurius athena my first ninety years symposium domenico da empoli some remarks on preference revelation for public goods
akira yokoyama constitutional rules of overlapping taxation among multi tiered governments yong j yoon the cost of collectivizing moral
goods richard e wagner public finance without taxation free riding as institutional artifact reviews

Journal of Public Finance and Public Choice n. 1-3/2012
2016-02-03T00:00:00+01:00
devised to legitimize the republic of china s claim over inner asia the sinocentric paradigm stems from the open door policy and chinese
nationalism advanced against the conquest theory and rationalized as the pathfinding ecological theory it is an evolutionary materialist
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scheme that became the vision of history exposing the initial agenda of this paradigm and revealing its fundamental contradictions the
nomadic leviathan debunks it as a myth resurrecting the conquest theory and reinforcing it with the idea of extrahuman transportation
this book places pastoralism at the origin of the state and civilization and the eurasian steppe at the center of human history the political
emerges as the primary and fundamental order defining the social and economic

The Nomadic Leviathan 2023-05-08
illiberal democracy in indonesia charts the origins and development of organicist ideologies in indonesia from the early 20th century to
the present in doing so it provides a background to the theories and ideology that informed organicist thought traces key themes in
indonesian history examines the soeharto regime and his new order in detail and looks at contemporary indonesia to question the
possibility of past ideologies making a resurgence in the country beginning with an exploration of the origins of the theory of the organic
state in europe this book explores how this influenced many young indonesian scholars and secular nationalists it also looks in detail at
the case of japan and identifies the parallels between the process by which japanese and indonesian nationalist scholars drew on
european romantic organicist ideas to forge anti western national identities and ideologies the book then turns to indonesia s tumultuous
history from the revolution to 1965 the rise of soeharto and how his regime used organicist ideology together with law and terror to shape
the political landscape consolidate control in turn it shows how the social and economic changes wrought by the government s policies
such as the rise of a cosmopolitan middle class and a rapidly growing urban proletariat led to the failure of the corporatist political
infrastructure and the eventual collapse of the new order in 1998 finally the epilogue surveys the post soeharto years to 2014 and how
growing disquiet about the inability of the government to contain religious intolerance violence and corruption has led to an increased
readiness to re embrace not only more authoritarian styles of rule but also ideological formulas from the past this book will be welcomed
by students and scholars of southeast asia politics and political theory as well as by those interested in authoritarian regimes democracy
and human rights

Illiberal Democracy in Indonesia 2014-12-17
this book discusses samuel pufendorf and his contributions to the development of the european enlightenment and the emergence of
economics as a social science born in 1632 in saxony pufendorf wrote widely on natural law ethics jurisprudence and political economy
and was one of the most important figures in early modern political thought although his work fits within the intellectual framework of
natural jurisprudence there is an argument to be made that his ideas promoted the development of economics as a distinct discipline
within the social sciences written by participants in the 34th heilbronn symposion in economics and the social sciences the contributions
to this volume give an overview of pufendorf s influence on other authors of the enlightenment such as locke montesquieu and rousseau
as well as addressing the theoretical implications of his extensive writings further chapters place a special focus on pufendorf s discussion
of economic matters such as property rights theory price theory taxation and preferences and decision making the book concludes with
analyzing pufendorf s influence on adam smith his anticipations of elements of modern economic theory and his impact on the history of
economic thought providing a fresh look at one of the foundational scholars of social science this volume will be of interest to researchers
and students of the history of economic thought political economy economic history and political philosophy
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Samuel Pufendorf and the Emergence of Economics as a Social Science 2020-11-21
this book analyzes how the european environmental movement has influenced the problem definitions and solution strategies of european
policy issues examining biodiversity gmos trans european transport networks and climate change

Social Movements, Public Spheres and the European Politics of the Environment
2010-12-08
this book addresses notions of critique in design and technology education facilitating a conceptual and practical understanding of
critique and enabling both a personal and pedagogical application to practice critique can be a frame of mind and may be related to a
technology product process or material in a holistic sense critique is an element of a person s technological literacy a fundamentally
critical disposition brought to bear on all things technological this book provides a reasoned conceptual framework within which to
develop critique and examples of applying the framework to design and technology education the book builds on the future of technology
education published by springer as the first in the series contemporary issues in technology education in the 21st century an age of
knowledge students are called upon to access analyse and evaluate constantly changing information to support personal and workplace
decision making and on going innovation a critical design and technology education has an important role to play providing students with
opportunities to integrate economic environmental social and technological worlds as they develop and refine their technological literacy
through the design and development of technology they collaborate evaluate and critically apply information developing cognitive and
manipulative skills appropriate to the 21st century critique goes beyond review or analysis addressing positive and negative technological
development this book discusses and applies this deeper perspective identifying a clear role for critique in the context of design and
technology education

Critique in Design and Technology Education 2017-02-21
an accessible higher level introduction to a key selection of continental european thinkers from spinoza to zizek covering classical
exponents of the tradition such as hegel and marx moderns like gramsci and habermas and postmoderns like lacan and deleuze the
volume introduces the main ideas of each thinker and reflects on their enduring theoretical relevance the impressive breadth and
contemporary angle make this a unique up to date collection that will be invaluable to students and teaching staff alike

Palgrave Advances in Continental Political Thought 2005-10-27
di fronte alla generale dissoluzione dell utopismo in un ossessivo presente alla perdita di memoria in un progressivo distacco dalla
riflessione storica il volume si interroga sul ruolo dell utopia nella cultura del progetto tra età moderna e contemporanea alla ricerca di un
nuovo orizzonte di speranza contributi di federico deambrosis alessandro de magistris marco di nallo manfredo di robilant catherine
maumi manuel orazi luciano patetta agostino petrillo edoardo piccoli antonio pizza aurora scotti luca skansi matteo vegetti leonardo
zuccaro marchi
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Utopiae finis? 2018-08-30
this book presents a critical view of international law as an argumentative practice that aims to depoliticise international relations
drawing from a range of materials koskenniemi demonstrates how international law becomes vulnerable to the contrasting criticisms of
being either an irrelevant moralist utopia or a manipulable façade for state interests he examines the conflicts inherent in international
law sources sovereignty custom and world order and shows how legal discourse about such subjects can be described in terms of a small
number of argumentative rules this book was originally published in english in finland in 1989 and though it quickly became a classic it
has been out of print for some years in 2006 cambridge was proud to reissue this seminal text together with a freshly written epilogue in
which the author both responds to critiques of the original work and reflects on the effect and significance of his deconstructive approach
today

From Apology to Utopia 2006-02-02
um livro muito bem escrito e argumentado joão césar das neves em 1930 john maynard keynes previu que no espaço de um século o
rendimento per capita aumentaria de forma constante as necessidades básicas das pessoas seriam satisfeitas e ninguém teria de trabalhar
mais de 15 horas por semana claramente estava errado robert skidelsky e edward skidelsky explicam porque keynes se enganou depois
partindo da premissa de que a economia é uma ciência moral analisam o conceito de vida boa desde aristóteles à atualidade e mostram
como as nossas vidas se afastaram desse ideal por fim fazem um alerta para que repensemos sobre o que realmente importa nas nossas
vidas e como o alcançar

Quanto é Suficiente? O Amor Pelo Dinheiro e a Economia da Vida Boa 2012-11-12
che cosa intendiamo per vita buona quali e quanti beni devono esserci garantiti per poterla vivere queste domande nascono dalla generale
incertezza sul futuro e dalla quotidiana difficoltà nel soddisfare bisogni in continua espansione in un epoca in cui il capitalismo economico
finanziario inizia a mostrare tutte le sue contraddizioni da un lato il culto del profitto e della ricchezza come valori universali dall altro la
creazione all interno delle stesse società industrializzate di enormi disparità di reddito e di sacche di povertà mai conosciute prima robert
skidelsky autorevole economista e suo figlio edward docente di filosofia riprendono la celebre previsione di keynes rimasta irrealizzata
secondo la quale in occidente all inizio del terzo millennio avremmo avuto abbastanza per soddisfare tutte le nostre necessità lavorando
non più di tre ore al giorno e la utilizzano come spunto di riflessione per capire l origine del nostro malcontento e trovarne il rimedio lo
smisurato ampliamento della sfera dei bisogni l aumento delle ore di lavoro a scapito del tempo libero e il conseguente abbassamento
della qualità della vita impongono un profondo cambiamento di prospettiva non dobbiamo più chiederci che cosa serve per raggiungere il
benessere ma che cosa sia davvero il nostro bene attingendo alle lezioni della sociologia da weber a veblen al pensiero filosofico aristotele
in particolare e alle più intuitive teorie economiche da kaldor a frank gli autori mostrano come la ricchezza non sia e non debba essere un
fine in sé bensì un semplice mezzo per vivere una vita buona e tratteggiano possibili forme di organizzazione sociale ed economica diverse
dall attuale rifiutando un concetto univoco di progresso umano che sia il pil o un idea generica di felicità l ambizioso obiettivo di robert e
edward skidelsky è non solo quello di individuare un numero preciso di beni fondamentali irrinunciabili come la salute la sicurezza il
rispetto l autonomia ma anche formulare alcune proposte radicali di politica economica per esempio l introduzione di un reddito di base o
del work sharing un sistema di suddivisione dell orario a tempo pieno fra più lavoratori che possano mostrarci la nuova direzione da
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prendere non provare a sviluppare una visione collettiva della vita buona che attribuisca un significato morale alla ricchezza è un lusso
che non possiamo più permetterci anche perché comporterebbe uno spreco irrimediabile non di denaro ma di possibilità umane

Othmar Spann 2012
the bloomsbury companion to the philosophy of sport features specially commissioned essays from a team of leading international
scholars the book by providing an overview of the advances in the philosophical understanding of sport and related practices serves as a
measure of the development of the philosophy of sport but it also constitutes an expression of the discipline s state of the art the book
includes a critical analysis of the historical development of philosophic ideas about sport three essays on the research methods typically
used by sport philosophers twelve essays that address vital issues at the forefront of key research areas as well as four essays on topics of
future disciplinary concern the book also includes a glossary of key terms and concepts an essay on resources available to researchers
and practitioners an essay on careers opportunities in the discipline and an extensive annotated bibliography of key literature

Quanto è abbastanza? 2013-01-29
this work deals with argumentation in philosophy in the affirmative view of argumentation each party thinks it is right while all other
positions are wrong argumentation is seen as guided by a set of rules that should lead to the resolution of the dispute in favor of one party
this book advances a critique of such an approach proposing instead a negative one the central idea of which is that each party organizes
the elements of the problem concerning the definition of terms the assumptions to be accepted and the types of logical resources being
used the negative approach attempts to modify the ethics of philosophical discussions moving towards pluralism a diversity of
perspectives and the capacity to adopt a panoramic view where one s own posture appears only as one among others argumentation is a
ubiquitous matter professionals of all areas will have to argue to support their positions in diplomacy medicine or religion and in everyday
life in any of these contexts the distinction between an affirmative and a negative approach to argumentation matters the book will
particularly appeal to graduate and postgraduate students in philosophy psychology pedagogy and communication as well as the general
reader interested in philosophy

The Bloomsbury Companion to the Philosophy of Sport 2014-05-16
the scholarship of new directions in curriculum as phenomenological text manifests through close readings and interpretations of
curriculum theorists and continental philosophers presented in the form of speculative philosophical essays an important form of
curriculum thinking writing all but lost to the general contemporary field of research

Introduction to a Negative Approach to Argumentation 2019-10-25
provides a detailed analysis of how russia s understanding of international law has developed draws on historical theoretical and practical
perspectives to offer the reader the big picture of russia s engagement with international law extensively uses sources and resources in
the russian language including many which are not easily available to scholars outside of russia
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New Approaches to Curriculum as Phenomenological Text 2015-09-07
this work investigates the precise effects on society of the new and much vaunted electronic technologies icts are fundamental shifts
already taking place in the way in which we behave organize and interact as a direct result of their implementation providing a
comprehensive set of detailed empirical studies of the genesis and use of these new technologies the book also presents some surprising
counterintuitive results

Russian Approaches to International Law 2015
the ambiguity of justice consists of a collection of essays that address difficulties and potential contradictions in thinking justice by
focussing on ricoeur s theory of justice and on the major thinkers that were influential for it

Virtual Society? 2002
in the early twentieth century uchiyama gudō seno o girō lin qiuwu and others advocated a buddhism that was radical in two respects
firstly they adopted a more or less naturalist stance with respect to buddhist doctrine and related matters rejecting karma or other
supernatural beliefs and secondly they held political and economic views that were radically anti hegemonic anti capitalist and
revolutionary taking the idea of such a radical buddhism seriously a buddha land in this world philosophy utopia and radical buddhism
asks whether it is possible to develop a philosophy that is simultaneously naturalist anti capitalist buddhist and consistent rather than a
study of radical buddhism then this book is an attempt to radicalize it the foundations of this radicalized radical buddhism are provided by
a realist interpretation of yogācāra elucidated and elaborated with some help from thinkers in the broader tiantai tendai tradition and
american philosophers donald davidson and w v o quine a key implication of this foundation is that only this world and only this life are
real from which it follows that if buddhism aims to alleviate suffering it has to do so in this world and in this life twentieth century radical
buddhists as well as some engaged buddhists came to a similar conclusion often expressed in their aim to realize a buddha land in this
world building on this foundation but also on mahāyāna moral philosophy this book argues for an ethics and social philosophy based on a
definition of evil as that what is or should be expected to cause death or suffering on that ground capitalism should be rejected indeed but
utopianism must be treated with caution as well which raises questions about what it means from a radicalized radical buddhist
perspective to aim for a buddha land in this world lajos brons is a dutch philosopher and social scientist living in japan after receiving a
phd from the university of groningen in the netherlands for a dissertation on an aspect of the history and philosophy of the social sciences
he gradually moved further and further into philosophical territory currently lajos is teaching logic ethics and philosophy at a university in
tokyo his research interests are divided over two broad areas in philosophy one is in the overlap of meta ethics and social political
philosophy the other is in the intersection of philosophy of language metaphysics and epistemology research in the former focuses on the
relations between death suffering and compassion research in the latter concerns the relations between language thought and reality and
is heavily influenced by the philosophies of donald davidson and w v o quine and by buddhist philosophy more information about
publications and research interests as well as lajos s blog can be found at lajosbrons net
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The Ambiguity of Justice: New Perspectives on Paul Ricoeur's Approach to Justice
2020-07-13
an accessible and comprehensive guide to the philosophy of sport each chapter is framed by a question that explores the main issues
ideas and literature in the field ranging from questions about the nature and value of sport the sporting body aesthetics and ethics
students are given the opportunity to consider significant debates in the philosophy of sport and each chapter is supplemented by
independent study questions each section also contains short insightful interviews with eminent scholars in order to give a broader
understanding of the history and development of the subject the main themes covered within this text include the nature of sport sport
and the body aesthetics and the aesthetic value of sport a consideration of fair play rules and the ethos of sport the nature of competition
the application and effect of technology on sport and introductions to contemporary ethical issues such as doping violence disability
patriotism elitism and sexual equality as well as a broader reflection on the connection between sport and moral development

A Buddha Land in This World 2022-04-13
wirtschaftswachstum ist das alte und neue zauberwort mit dem sich angeblich jede krise lösen lässt doch wachstum ist kein selbstzweck
und wirtschaft soll dem menschen dienen wachstum wozu muss deshalb die frage lauten und wie viel ist genug wir sind viermal reicher
als vor 100 jahren und doch abhängiger denn je von einem wirtschaftssystem in dem manche zu viel und viele nicht genug haben dabei
waren sich doch philosophen wie Ökonomen lange zeit einig dass technischer fortschritt zu einer befreiung des menschen vom joch der
arbeit und eine gerechte einkommensverteilung zu mehr muße und glück für alle führen zeit die grundfragen neu zu stellen was macht
ein gutes leben aus was droht uns im wachstumsrausch verloren zu gehen robert und edward skidelsky zeigen auf wie führende denker
von der antike bis ins 21 jahrhundert über entstehung und gebrauch des reichtums aber auch über ein erfülltes leben jenseits der arbeit
nachgedacht haben sie benennen sieben basisgüter wie sicherheit respekt muße und harmonie mit der natur auf denen eine Ökonomie
des guten lebens aufbauen muss vor allem aber machen sie mut wirtschaft wieder neu zu denken als moralisches handeln von menschen
die in gemeinschaften leben

Philosophy of Sport 2016-05-19
this book explores how lessons from past urban planning experiences can inform current debates on urban agriculture productive
landscapes today have been posited as instruments for the positive transformation related to territorial fragility and abandonment
promoting social cohesion food security and wider environmental and economic benefits the book will re map the way in which seeming
landscape limitations and challenges can be turned into potential innovation and a new lease of urban rural life it does so by drawing on
significant past urban agricultural experiences in planning as vectors for new critical reflections relevant to re igniting ideas for future
envisioning of urban scenarios in which productive landscapes play fundamental transformative roles the focus is on planning ideas and
the roles of key individual planners all of which have designed agricultural strategies for the city at some point in their careers it intends
to help us today reimagine urban rural relationships and the transformation of under or mis used urban open spaces peri urban areas
fringe conditions and in between spaces
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Time and Tide 1962
the european union celebrated its 60th anniversary in 2017 but celebrations were muted by brexit and the growing sense of a crisis of
identity however as this seminal work shows the history and ambition of the european union are considerable written by key stakeholders
who between them acted as architects adjudicators and arbitrators of the project it presents the definitive history of the first two
generations of the european union this book revisits the birth and consolidation of the great project of a united europe and the political
institutional judicial and economical frameworks of the european union from the process towards integration to the advancements and the
impasses in building a political union

Wie viel ist genug? 2013-03-06
with a new preface by sir peregrine worsthorne cover

Re-Imagining Resilient Productive Landscapes 2022-03-09
presents a thorough analysis of multi modal argumentation and its practicality within the law takes both a descriptive and a normative
approach applicable in a variety of areas from philosophy of law to communication studies

The History of the European Union 2019-02-07
this book starts with four aspects subject s cognition way of thinking political value and ideology conducts comparative studies on political
culture amid using the concept of political culture in western academic circles it makes comprehensive supplement for this concept and
put forward an updated concept of political culture which is more localized this new concept on the grounds of the comparison with
political system takes political culture as the subjective side of political system and incorporates ideology into political culture thus
undoubtedly enriching our knowledge of political culture on the basis of clarifying the concept of political culture and establishing the
comparative dimension of it this book widely refers to the outlooks of individuals nations society and power of political cognition the
modes of objectives directions and methods of political ideas democratic awareness legal concept and system selection of political value
as well as liberalism and republicanism etc all these bring substantial benefits to promoting and deepening the comparative studies on
political culture this book can not only be used for the teaching undergraduate and graduates who major in politics but also used as the
reference book for politics academic research

Technology and Utopia 1983
this truly global and visually stunning compendium showcases some of the most breath taking pieces of street art and graffiti from around
the world since its genesis on the east coast of the united states in the late 1960s street art has travelled to nearly every corner of the
globe morphing into highly ornate and vibrant new styles this unique atlas is the first truly geographical survey of urban art revised and
updated in 2023 to include new voices increased female representation and cities emerging as street art hubs featuring specially
commissioned works from major graffiti and street art practitioners it offers you an insider s view of the urban landscape as the artists
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themselves experience it organized geographically by continent and by city from new york los angeles and montreal in north america
through mexico city and buenos aires in latin america to london berlin and madrid in europe sydney and auckland in the pacific as well as
brand new chapters covering africa and asia it profiles more than 100 of today s most important artists and features over 700 astonishing
artworks this beautifully illustrated book produced with the help of many of the artists it features dispels the idea of such art as a
thoughtless defacement of pristine surfaces and instead celebrates it as a contemporary and highly creative inscription upon the skin of
the built environment

Margaret Thatcher's Revolution Revised Edition 2006-11-19
this updated and revised second edition with contributions from renowned experts provides a comprehensive scholarly framework for
analyzing the theory and history of international law featuring an array of legal and interdisciplinary analyses it focuses on those theories
and developments that illuminate the central and timeless basic concepts and categories of the international legal system highlighting the
interdependency of various aspects of theory and history and demonstrating the connections between theory and practice

The Logic of Legal Argumentation 2024-02-26
a discussion of the rapidly growing field from a thinker at the forefront of research at the interface of technology and the humanities this
is a must read for anyone interested in contemporary developments in continental philosophy and philosophy of technology philosophy of
technology regularly draws on key thinkers in the continental tradition including husserl heidegger and foucault yet because of the
problematic legacy of the empirical turn it often criticizes bad continental tendencies lyricism pessimism and an outdated view of
technology as an autonomous transcendental force this misconception is based on a faulty image of continental thought and in addressing
it smith productively redefines our concept of technology by closely engaging key texts and by examining exceptional technologies such as
imagined failed and impossible technologies that fall outside philosophy of technology s current focus this book offers a practical guide to
thinking about and using continental philosophy and philosophy of technology it outlines and enacts three key characteristics of
philosophy as practiced in the continental tradition close reading of the history of philosophy focus on critique and openness to other
disciplinary fields smith deploys the concept of exceptional technologies to provide a novel way of widening discussion in philosophy of
technology navigating the relationship between philosophy of technology and continental philosophy the history of both these fields the
role of imagination in relation to technologies and the social function of technologies themselves

Introduction to Comparative Political Culture 2018-08-03
europe s utopias of peace explores attempts to create a lasting european peace in the aftermath of the napoleonic wars and the two world
wars the book charts the 250 year cycle of violent european conflicts followed by new utopian formulations for peace the utopian illusion
was that future was predictable and rules could prescribe behaviour in conflicts to come bo stråth examines the reiterative bicentenary
cycle since 1815 where each new postwar period built on a design for a project for european unification he sets out the key historical
events and the continuous struggle with nationalism linking them to legal political and economic thought biographical sketches of the
most prominent thinkers and actors provide the human element to this narrative europe s utopias of peace presents a new perspective on
the ideological legal economic and intellectual conditions that shaped europe since the 19th century and presents this in a global context
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it challenges the conventional narrative on europe s past as a progressive enlightenment heritage highlighting the ambiguities of the
legacies that pervade the institutional structures of contemporary europe its long term historical perspective will be invaluable for
students of contemporary europe or modern european history

The World Atlas of Street Art 2023-06-15
today international law is everywhere wars are fought and opposed in its name it is invoked to claim rights and to challenge them to indict
or support political leaders to distribute resources and to expand or limit the powers of domestic and international institutions
international law is part of the way political and economic power is used critiqued and sometimes limited despite its claim for neutrality
and impartiality it is implicit in what is just as well as what is unjust in the world to understand its operation requires shedding its
ideological spell and examining it with a cold eye who are its winners and who are its losers how if at all can it be used to make a better or
a less unjust world in this collection of essays professor martti koskenniemi a well known practitioner and a leading theorist and historian
of international law examines the recent debates on humanitarian intervention collective security protection of human rights and the fight
against impunity and reflects on the use of the professional techniques of international law to intervene politically the essays both
illustrate and expand his influential theory of the role of international law in international politics the book is prefaced with an
introduction by professor emmanuelle jouannet sorbonne law school which locates the texts in the overall thought and work of martti
koskenniemi

Research Handbook on the Theory and History of International Law 2020-12-25
the author seeks to bring new perspectives to current debates and argues that control of the missile threats cannot be achieved without
addressing ecological economic social and cultural elements in a stable world order

Exceptional Technologies 2018-08-23
explores the work of post holocaust jewish and christian thinkers who reject theodicy arguments explaining why a loving god can permit
evil and suffering in the world

Europe's Utopias of Peace 2016-01-28

UC Santa Cruz 1999

The Politics of International Law 2011-06-10
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Global Instability and Strategic Crisis 2004-08-02

Beyond Theodicy 2012-02-01

Humanities 1980
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